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Executive Summary 
 
This report provides recommendations in relation to the submission of a Rapid 

Rehousing Transition Plan (RRTP) to be presented to the Scottish Government by the 

deadline of 31st December 2018. 

The Homelessness and Rough Sleeping Action Group (HARSAG) was set up by the 
Scottish Government in October 2017 to produce short and long-term solutions to end 
homelessness and rough sleeping.  Recommendations from this group have led to a 
transition to a Rapid Rehousing approach of which Housing First forms part.  Rapid 
rehousing is about taking a housing led approach for rehousing people that have 
experienced homelessness by ensuring settled housing as an option as soon as possible 
rather than lengthy stays in temporary homeless accommodation. 
 
The five year plan will set out how North Lanarkshire Council and our partners will move 
forward from our current position to deliver a future model.  It will set out the changes 
required in temporary accommodation supply, housing supply and wrap around support 
services to enable settled housing options for homeless households. 
 
 

 

 

Recommendations 
 

It is recommended that committee: 

i. Approve the development and submission of a draft Rapid Rehousing 

Transition Plan to Scottish Government by the required deadline of 31st 

December 2018. 

ii. Note that the final Rapid Rehousing Transition Plan will be remitted to a future 

Enterprise and Housing Resources Committee for noting. 
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Supporting Documents 
 
Council business      
plan to 2020 
 

The intentions in this report contribute to meeting the Council’s   
Business Plan priority outcome of improving the health and 
wellbeing of communities. 
 

The Local 
Housing Strategy 
(2016-21) 

The intentions support the Local Housing Strategy (2016-21) 
strategic priorities, specifically priority 3. 
 

 

Strategic 
Commissioning 
Plan (NL Health 
and Social Care) 

The intentions also support the Strategic Commissioning Plan’s 
strategic outcomes as well as the national health and wellbeing 
outcomes.   
 

 

Appendix 1 
 

Scottish Government Rapid Rehousing Transition Plan 
Guidance 

Appendix 2 
   
 

North Lanarkshire’s Rapid Rehousing Transition Plan Draft 
Framework 

  

 
 
 
1. Background 
 
1.1 Transitioning to rapid rehousing is an opportunity for the Council and our partners 

to redress the balance of housing and support options relating to availability and 
accessibility for homeless households.    

 
1.2 The RRTP being developed will set out how North Lanarkshire Council and our 

partners will move forward from our current position to deliver our future model.   
 
1.3 The plan will provide a guide as to how we will aim to move homeless households 

into settled housing outcomes as quickly as possible over the next five years.   
 
1.4 Rapid Rehousing means: 
 

 Providing settled mainstream housing outcomes as quickly as possible 

 Reducing time spent in any form of temporary accommodation to a minimum 
with as few transitions as possible 

 When temporary accommodation is needed, the preferred type is mainstream 
furnished within a community. 

 
  

 
2. Report 
 
2.1 Scotland’s vision for Rapid Rehousing is ‘To provide a safe and secure home as 

a base to enable people to build and live their lives.  We want to reduce the time 
people spend in homeless and temporary accommodation to reduce damage to 
people’s health and wellbeing that homelessness causes.’  

 
 



2.2 Where homelessness cannot be prevented the intention is to: 
 

 Ensure settled, mainstream housing outcome as quickly as possible 

 Minimise transitions and time spent in temporary accommodation 

 Maximise use of mainstream, furnished temporary accommodation within 
communities 

 
2.3 Where people have multiple needs beyond housing the aim will be to: 
 

 Adopt a ‘Housing First’ approach for people with complex needs and facing 
multiple disadvantage, and/or 

 Provide specialist provision within small, shared, supported and trauma 
informed environments of mainstream housing 
 

2.4 ‘Housing First’ provides ordinary, settled housing as a first response for people 
with complex needs.  This approach recognises a safe and secure home with 
open ended flexible support is the best base for recovery, including ending 
homelessness by offering choice and control. Evidence suggests it provides 
sustainable options for people in Scotland, which go beyond traditional forms of 
supported accommodation. 

 
2.5 Development of the RRTP is progressing well with a short life working group 

established with key partners.  The group have met twice with a consultation 
workshop having taken place on 25th September 2018.  At the workshop partners 
agreed to adopt the planning framework outlined in Scotland’s transition to rapid 
rehousing – ‘Rapid Rehousing Transition Plans: Guidance for Local Authorities 
and Partners’, June 2018 (Appendix 1). 

 
2.6 This means the RRTP for North Lanarkshire will be: 

 

 Informed by local planning and practice intelligence 

 Framed by a review and analysis of current context  

 Delivered in tandem with a national and local government focus on what 
needs to change 

 Equal to the housing choices and options available to all housing applicants 
locally 

 
2.7 North Lanarkshire’s RRTP will set out: 
 

 Local housing market and homelessness context 

 Baseline of temporary accommodation supply 

 Five year vision for temporary accommodation supply 

 Identify support needs to enable rapid rehousing 

 Provision of a Rapid Rehousing Transition Plan 

 Provision of Rapid Rehousing Resource Plan 
 

2.8 Scottish Government Guidance on development of RRTPs has been used to 

inform development of the Plan for North Lanarkshire with partners from Health 

and Social Care, commissioned support providers, front line workers and 

Registered Social Landlords active in North Lanarkshire.   

2.9 Extensive work has been undertaken to identify and analyse existing data 

sources to inform completion of the Rapid Rehousing Transition Toolkit and to 



develop a Market Area Analysis for North Lanarkshire both of which will inform 

future requirement for temporary accommodation supply and impact on existing 

stock and allocations in order to meet the requirements of implementing this 

approach (Appendix 2). 

2.10 The RRTP will set out the vision for the change in temporary accommodation 

supply by 2023/24 including a concise commentary and analysis of the key areas 

of change.  This will quantify change between the current temporary 

accommodation supply and the future projected profile.  It is expected that there 

will be an overall reduction in the volume of temporary accommodation and length 

of stay in temporary accommodation as people are rehoused into settled 

accommodation quicker. 

2.11 In moving to rapid rehousing we will require to support those with most complex 

needs into their own settled home rather than in temporary or supported 

accommodation for prolonged periods of time. 

2.12 The RRTP will therefore assess and quantify the level of support needs and 

resources required to enable this shift in practice. 

 

 
3. Equality and Diversity 
 
3.1 Fairer Scotland 
 
 This proposal does not impact on socio-economic disadvantage.  Full 

consideration has been given to how any potential inequalities can be reduced. 
   
3.2 Equality Impact Assessment 
 

 A full equality impact assessment will be carried out on the proposals within the 
RRTP with no adverse impact likely to be identified for any protected 
characteristic group. 

  
 

 
4. Implications 
 
4.1 Financial Impact 
 

 The financial implications of implementing Rapid Rehousing within North 
Lanarkshire are likely to be considerable with developing a Resource Plan being 
a key priority going forward.  There is currently a budget of £2m available for all 
local authorities to be allocated a share to assist with development of the Plans 
and a further £31m for implementation from the Scottish Government. 
 
It is anticipated that additional resources will be required to implement this RRTP 
over the next five years, however, at this stage these are not quantified and will 
be identified through co-production of the Plan with our partners will be subject to 
a further report to Committee. 
 

 
 
 



4.2 HR/Policy/Legislative Impact 
 
 There is no HR impact. 
 
 The Allocation Policy, Temporary Accommodation Strategy and Local Housing 

Strategy will require to be reviewed to accommodate changes that will be 
determined through development of the RRTP. 

 
 The governing legislation is laid out in Housing (Homeless Persons) Act 1977 

which was augmented by Housing (Scotland) Act 1987.  This provides the 
foundation for the modern legislative framework and has since been amended 
through 34 different forms of legislation and Guidance from Scottish Government. 

  
4.3 Environmental Impact 
 
 There are no known environmental impacts resulting from this proposal. 
  
4.4 Risk Impact 
 
 There is a risk associated with sustainability of those who are allocated homes 

through the Housing First model as it will require wider partners having capacity 
and resources to provide the wrap around support required to enable the best 
chance of tenancy sustainment. 

 
 Reducing temporary accommodation means we will be moving homeless 

households into settled housing outcomes as quickly as possible.  There is 
therefore the potential to see an increase in homeless applications during the 
initial piloting and implementation of the new approach and a higher proportion of 
allocations to this category will be required.  

   

 
5. Measures of success 
 
5.1 The measure of success would be delivery of an RRTP within the required 

timescales in collaboration with our partners and stakeholders.   A successful 
RRTP will provide early interventions to prevent homelessness and where 
homelessness occurs ensure settled accommodation is made available as 
quickly as possible. 

   

 
 

 
Stephen Llewellyn 
Head of Housing Solutions 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
APPENDIX 1 

 

Scotland’s Transition to Rapid Rehousing 

Rapid Rehousing Transition Plans: Guidance for Local Authorities and Partners 

http://www.ghn.org.uk/wp-

content/uploads/2018/06/Rapid_Rehousing_Guidance1.1.pdf 

 

APPENDIX 2  

Homelessness Market Analysis 
 
This paper analyses the local homelessness ‘market’, considering a range of key 
evidence that will inform the North Lanarkshire Rapid Rehousing Transition Plan. It is 
set out around six key themes: 
 

 Demand for housing  
 

 Demand for support services 
 

 Demand for temporary accommodation 
 

 Types of temporary accommodation 
 

 Access to settled accommodation  
 

 Future requirements. 
 
DEMAND FOR HOUSING 
 
In 2017/18, 2,143 households made homeless 
applications in North Lanarkshire. After 
assessment, 1,614 were found to be 
unintentionally homeless – meaning the Council 
has a duty to secure suitable, permanent 
accommodation for them. A further 166 
households were assessed as intentionally 
homeless and were entitled to advice and 
assistance to help them secure accommodation.  
The remaining 363 were found to be not 
homeless. All homeless applicants are entitled to 
temporary accommodation.  
 
This represents a significant increase in demand when compared to the recent years. 
In 2017/18 there were 13% more applications than in 2016/17 (1,894), a 17% increase 
in the number of households assessed as homeless (2016/17: 1,521) and an 18% rise 
in the number of unintentionally homeless households (2016/17: 1,365). This spike in 
homelessness is illustrated in Chart 1, which compares demand in 2017/18 to the four 

 2,143 homeless 

applications  

 1,614 unintentionally 

homeless  

 150 had slept rough in 

three months prior 

 100 ‘repeat homeless’ 

 1,319 children 

homeless 

 Majority of applicants 

have support needs 

 106 days – median stay 

in temporary 

accommodation 

 

http://www.ghn.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Rapid_Rehousing_Guidance1.1.pdf
http://www.ghn.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Rapid_Rehousing_Guidance1.1.pdf


previous years (the five full years since the abolition of priority need in December 
2012).  
 
 

Chart 1: Homelessness in North Lanarkshire, 2013/14-2017/18 

 
Homelessness is spread throughout North Lanarkshire and its sub-housing market 
areas. Around a fifth (20.5%) of applications were made in Cumbernauld sub-housing 
market area (which includes Kilsyth, Moodiesburn and Viewpark), two-fifths in Airdrie 
and Coatbridge (40.7%), and 38.8% in Motherwell (including Bellshill, Shotts and 
Wishaw).  
 
Chart 2: Homeless applications by sub-housing market area, 2017/18 

 
When compared to resident population, the number of homeless applications made in 
Airdrie and Coatbridge (31.8% of North Lanarkshire’s population) is disproportionately 
high. Conversely, Cumbernauld and Motherwell has a lower share of homeless 
applications than it does of the area’s residents (25.1% and 43.1% respectively).  
 
The majority (1,257, or 58.7%) of homeless applications in 2017/18 were from single 
person households. 755 households with children made homeless application in this 
period (35.2% of all applicants). Incidences of homelessness increased across all 
household types, with the exception of ‘other’, as shown in Table 1 below. 
 

Table 1: Applications by household type 

Household type 2016/17 2017/18 Difference 

1296 1366 1282 1365
1614

156 123 161
156
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Single person 1132 1257 +125 

Single parent 516 591 +75 

Couple 97 109 +12 

Couple with children 114 139 +25 

Other 23 22 -1 

Other with children 12 25 +13 

Total 1894 2143 +249 

 
A number of factors are thought to lie behind this overall increase, including welfare 
reform. This, however, has mainly affected (young) single persons who now make up a 
slightly smaller proportion of homeless applicants than in previous years.  As Universal 
Credit only went ‘full service’ in North Lanarkshire in April 2018, the proportion of 
couples and families experiencing homelessness in the area may continue to rise in the 
current and future years, impacting the type of temporary and permanent rehousing 
options that may be required.  
 
In total, 1,319 children were affected by homelessness in North Lanarkshire last year, 
up 11.5% on 2016/17. This is significantly below the peak recorded in 2005/6 (of 3,066 
children); nevertheless, this increase remains a major concern given the long-lasting 
effects of adverse childhood experiences such as homelessness.  
 
Chart 3: Children experiencing homelessness, 2013/14-2017/18 

 
 
The number of ‘repeat homeless’ has also increased significantly. In 2017/18, 100 
households re-presented as homeless within 12 months of a previous application, up 
from 69 in 2016/17 (which is also the average number of repeat homeless households 
in the three previous years). This spike suggests homeless people may be finding it 
increasingly difficult to sustain their settled accommodation. The number of homeless 
applicants self-reporting as having slept rough in the three months prior to their 
presentations also increased significantly, to 150. This compares to 93 in 2016/17 and 
is more than twice the level of rough sleeping reported in 2014/15 (74).  
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Chart 4: Repeat homelessness and rough sleeping, 2013/14 to 2017/18 

 
DEMAND FOR SUPPORT SERVICES 
 
There are a number of ways to identifying how many homeless people have support 
needs, drawing on data collected from homeless prevention work (from the Prevent 1 
database), homeless applications (from the HL1 database) and housing support 
assessments. An influential English study on people living on the ‘hard edges’ of 
society has also been used by some researchers considering the support needs of 
homeless people. These data sets and what is known about the housing support needs 
of North Lanarkshire’s homeless are outlined below.  
 

Table 2: Background information on support typologies 

Type Background 

Hard Edges Considers available datasets on three ‘domains of 
disadvantage’: homelessness, substance misuse and 
offending behaviour. Homeless people with one of the 
additional disadvantages are considered to have multiple and 
complex support needs. Some of this data is not routinely 
collected however, and this measure does not take account 
of other factors, like learning disabilities and physical and 
mental ill health, which may require support.  

HL1 HL1 is the recording and reporting mechanism for all 
homeless applications in Scotland. It records whether 
individuals require support under six categories: 
 

 Mental health problem 
 Learning disability 
 Physical disability 
 Medical condition 
 Drug or alcohol dependency 
 Basic housing management/independent 

living/housing support. 

Housing support 
duty 

Local authorities have a duty to conduct a housing support 
assessment for all unintentionally homeless or threatened 
with homeless households where they have ‘reason to 
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believe’ they might need the support prescribed in the 
Housing Support Services (Homelessness) (Scotland) 
Regulations 2012. These are:  
 

 Advising or assisting a person with personal 
budgeting, debt counselling or in dealing with welfare 
benefit claims 

 Assisting a person to engage with individuals, 
professionals or other bodies with an interest in that 
person’s welfare 

 Advising or assisting a person in understanding and 
managing their tenancy rights and responsibilities, 
including assisting a person in disputes about those 
rights and responsibilities; and 

 Advising or assisting a person in settling into a new 
tenancy.  

 
Where a person is identified as requiring any of these support 
services, the local authority must ensure that such support is 
provided.  

Prevent 1 Prevent 1 is the recording and reporting mechanism for 
households approaching local authorities in Scotland with a 
‘housing problem’.  Not all households go on to make a 
homeless application. Currently, North Lanarkshire Council 
(NLC) records any support needs by ‘low’ (basic housing 
management – like support to complete forms), ‘medium’ 
(some additional support needed to sustain a tenancy, like 
help with connecting to utilities) and ‘high’ (more complex 
support needs, which may include mental ill health or 
substance misuse issues).     

 
 
Hard edges 
 
To replicate the ‘hard edges’ approach we can draw on HL1 data considering 
applicants’ ‘reason[s] for homelessness’. This records past criminal behaviour and drug 
and alcohol misuse as potential factors in a households’ homelessness. This approach 
may however underestimate the number of homeless people living with these multiple 
disadvantages, as it requires applicants to self-report these issues at interview 
(anecdotal evidence suggests that many do not).  
 
Chart 5: Homeless applicants on the ‘hard edges’, derived from HL1, 2017/18 

 
Taking this approach finds that 210 homeless households in North Lanarkshire are 
additionally disadvantaged by drug or alcohol problems and 158 have previous or 
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current issues with offending behaviour. A further 82 households are disadvantaged by 
both. In total, 450 can be considered as having ‘multiple and complex’ support needs. 
This represents slightly more than one in 5 (21%) of all homeless applicants in 
2017/18.   
 
HL1 
 
The majority of homeless applicants from across North Lanarkshire (57%) were 
identified as having at least one support need. Around a quarter (24.8%) had one 
identified support need, 14.9% had two and 17.2% had three or more. The level of 
support required is broadly similar in Airdrie and Coatbridge (30.8% have two or more 
support needs) and Motherwell (30.9%). Homeless applicants in Cumbernauld (37%) 
are however more likely to have multiple support needs. 
 
Chart 6: Support needs by locality and number, from HL1, 2017/18 

 
 
 
Prevent 1 
 
2,003 assessments of housing support needs were conducted during homelessness 
prevention work in 2017/18. The majority (58.1%) of households were assessed as 
requiring some form of support. The intensity of support required was relatively evenly 
split between low (19.4%), medium (20.7%) and high (18%). These assessments 
broadly correlate with the level of support identified through the homeless 
assessment/HL1 process.  The chart below indicates 41.9% of cases with no support 
case.  It should be noted that those service users who do not engage are potentially 
included in this grouping and often they are our service users with high support needs. 
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Chart 7: Housing support needs by category, from Prevent 1, 2017/18

 
 
Housing support duty 
 
In 2017/18, 552 homeless households were assessed as requiring support under the 
Housing Support Regulations. This compares to 431 in 2016/17 and just 307 in 
2013/14. In total more than a quarter (25.8%) of homeless households were assessed 
as requiring support in the last financial year, which is the highest proportion recorded 
since the Regulations were introduced. Providing support to households in need of it is 
a statutory requirement; this increasing demand therefore places further pressure on 
resources.  
 
Chart 8: Number and % of applicants assessed as requiring support, 2013/14-2017/18 

 
 
Overall 
 
Four measures considering demand for support have been considered in this analysis. 
More than a fifth of homeless applicants were found to be on the ‘hard edges’ of 
society, further disadvantaged by past or current criminal behaviour and/or substance 
misuse. A majority of households whose support needs were assessed during the 
housing options or homeless assessment process were found to require support with a 
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large minority requiring medium to high levels of support (or having two or more 
support needs). In more than a quarter of all cases, households were assessed as 
requiring a statutory support service.  
 
The evidence considered above suggests that demand for support may be growing, 
and the extent of support required may be unevenly spread throughout North 
Lanarkshire. 
 
DEMAND FOR TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION 
 
1,902 households required temporary accommodation during 2017/18. Around a third 
(34.3%) of this demand came from Airdrie and Coatbridge, a quarter (25.2%) from 
Cumbernauld and two fifths (40.4%) from Motherwell.  
 
Chart 9: Temporary accommodation stays by sub-housing market area, 2017/18 

 
The average length of stay in temporary accommodation across North Lanarkshire in 
2017/18 was 163 days. This figure is however skewed by some cases which have 
exceptionally long stays in temporary accommodation (including 12 households whose 
stays in temporary accommodation exceed 1,000 days – the longest is 2,683, or more 
than seven years).  
 
The median stay is a more reliable indicator of time spent in temporary 
accommodation; in 2017/18 the median stay was 106 days. This however varied 
significantly by locality. In Airdrie and Coatbridge, the median length of stay in 
temporary accommodation was 84 days. This is less than the 113 days homeless 
households in Motherwell resided in temporary homes and considerably below the 151 
days it took the median homeless applicant in Cumbernauld to move on and end their 
homelessness.  
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Chart 10: median stay in days by sub-housing market area, 2017/18 

 
 
The number of times a household moves temporary accommodation appears to be a 
significant causal factor in the length of time they will be homeless, as illustrated in 
Chart 10 below.   
 
Chart 11: average stay in temporary accommodation in days (y axis) by number of moves 
(x axis), 2017/18 

 

 
 
The average length of stay in temporary accommodation when an applicant household 
does not move units is 100 days. This increases to 110 days for one move, 156 days 
for two, 161 days for three and around 280 for each of four and five moves. This 
suggests a clear link between the number of moves made by a household during their 
homelessness and the length of time it takes for them to be rehoused.  
 
A snapshot of demand found that 537 households were in temporary accommodation 
on 31 March 2018, suggesting that any one time more than 500 North Lanarkshire 
households are living in temporary homes.  
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TYPES OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION 
 
More than 80% of North Lanarkshire’s temporary accommodation units are furnished 
properties, dispersed across our towns. These properties are mostly owned and 
managed by the Council (70.8%) with RSLs (5.1%) and properties owned by private 
sector landlords (5.6%) contributing a broadly similar number of temporary homes. The 
remainder offer some degree of support, either in supported accommodation managed 
by the Council (10%) or external providers (5.6%), or in a Council-managed refuge for 
women and families fleeing domestic abuse (2.9%). Homeless persons in supported 
accommodation managed by external providers typically have the most complex 
support needs.  
 

Table 3: Types of temporary accommodation in North Lanarkshire 

Type Number % 

NLC furnished accommodation – dispersed  458 70.8% 

Private sector leasing – dispersed  36 5.6% 

RSL furnished accommodation – dispersed  33 5.1% 

Supported accommodation – managed by NLC  64 10% 

Supported accommodation – managed by external 
provider  

36 5.6% 

Women’s refuge 19 2.9% 

Total 646 100% 

 
These properties are geographically spread throughout North Lanarkshire, as shown in 
Table 4 below. 
 

Table 4: Temporary accommodation by type and sub-housing market area 

 Dispersed - 
all 

Supported – 
NLC 

Supported  
- external 

Refuge Total 

Airdrie and 
Coatbridge 

145 18 8 19 190 

Cumbernauld 171 14 12 0 197 

Motherwell 211 32 16 0 259 

North 
Lanarkshire 

527 64 36 19 646 

 
Despite having the greatest level of demand, Airdrie and Coatbridge has the lowest 
total number of temporary accommodation units, and considerably fewer dispersed 
units than in Cumbernauld and Motherwell. This suggests a mismatch between supply 
and demand for temporary accommodation, given Airdrie and Coatbridge has the 
highest need. This is considered below in Table 5, along with the median stay in 
temporary accommodation.  
 

Table 5: Supply and demand for temporary accommodation, 2017/18 

Area % demand for 
TA 

% supply of TA Median stay 

Airdrie and Coatbridge 40.4% 29.5% 84 

Cumbernauld 25.2% 30.5% 151 

Motherwell 34.3% 40% 113 

 
There are distinct differences between Airdrie and Coatbridge in relation to number of 
presentation, offers and availability of temporary accommodation.  This needs to be 
considered when looking at the proposed mismatch in supply and demand as if taken 
individually there may be no such mismatch.  When we consider these factors together, 



a clear causal link between the availability of temporary accommodation and the time 
homeless households stay in it emerges. In Airdrie and Coatbridge, which has the 
greatest demand and the lowest supply, median stays in temporary accommodation 
are much shorter (84 days) than in Cumbernauld (151) and Motherwell (113) where 
supply disproportionately exceeds demand. This suggests that the pressure on 
temporary accommodation influences local lettings activities (however the greater 
availability of suitable settled accommodation in Airdrie and Coatbridge, when 
compared to Cumbernauld, will also be a factor). While this can be seen as a positive 
development, further work will be required to establish if there are any unintended 
consequences (like reduced tenancy sustainment or higher levels of repeat 
homelessness) when households are housed more quickly, without the wrap-around 
support offered under the rapid rehousing model. 
 
ACCESS TO SETTLED ACCOMMODATION  
 
1,209 (62.1%) of the 1,9761 homeless households rehoused in 2017/18 moved into 
local authority or RSL accommodation. This is the highest number and proportion of 
homeless people finding settled accommodation in the social rented sector in the in last 
five years. 
 
Chart 12: no and % of homeless households rehoused in the social rented sector, 
2013/14-2017/18 

 
In 2017/18, there were 3,616 lets made by social landlords (including transfers). The 
1,209 homeless households rehoused in the social rented sector represents a third 
(33.4%) of all lets made. North Lanarkshire Council makes a significantly greater 
contribution to rehousing the homeless than its common housing register partners; 
1,077 (36.9%) of the 2,917 lets made by the Council during this period were to 
homeless households. In contrast, just 100 (14.3%) of the 699 lets made by partner 
RSLs during this year were to the homeless. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
1 N.B. available data on rehousing outcomes consider all homeless cases, irrespective of assessment 
decision. 
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Chart 13: % lets to homeless/non-homeless, NLC and CHR partners, 2017/18 

 
Just 53 (2.7%) of homeless households rehoused in this period found settled 
accommodation in the private rented sector. This broadly in line with the contribution 
made by the private rented sector to rehousing the homeless in previous years.   
 
Chart 14: no and % of homeless households rehoused in the private rented sector, 
2013/14-2017/18 

 
As at 31 March 2017 there were 11,915 registered privately rented (PRS) properties in 
North Lanarkshire, just over a quarter (26%) of the 45,770 social homes in the area at 
this time. The PRS however rehoused 53 homeless households in the following 
financial year, 4.3% of the contribution made by social landlords. This figure is just a 
sixth of the number of homeless households who would have found settled 
accommodation in the PRS sector, had it matched the contribution made by social 
landlords. No data exists for the number of lets made in the private rented sector each 
year.  
 
The introduction of the new ‘private residential tenancy’, giving tenants greater security 
of tenure, for all new tenancies from 1 December 2017, may make the PRS in Scotland 
a more attractive and secure housing option for the homeless. Concerns about the 
quality of homes and management in the sector do however remain, and there is some 
evidence to suggest that after years of growth, North Lanarkshire’s private rented 
sector is beginning to contract. This contraction may continue in the coming years as 
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taxation changes, which make investing in the PRS less attractive, are fully 
implemented.  
 
Taking all social and private lets (1,262) made to (unintentionally) homeless 
households (1,614) in 2017/18, 78.2% of new annual homeless demand moved on to 
settled accommodation.  
 
The Council ‘lost contact’ with 6.4% of all homeless households after their assessment 
decision in 2017/18. This is the lowest proportion recorded in the past five years and 
this number and proportion may fall further after the introduction of the North 
Lanarkshire Rapid Rehousing Transition Plan, due to the more intensive nature of the 
support provided to households. As fewer contacts will be lost, demand for suitable, 
settled accommodation may increase.  
 
FUTURE REQUIREMENTS 
 
This section models future requirements for lets in the social and private rented sectors 
to homeless households, in order to meet need. Two separate scenarios are 
considered: newly arising need at the same level as 2017/18 (1,614 unintentionally 
homeless households each year) and newly arising need at the average level of the 
past three years (1,420). In both scenarios, backlog need is considered to be the 537 
households living in temporary accommodation as at 31 March 2017. (It should 
however be noted that the number of live homeless cases at this time, including those 
at risk of homelessness, would have been greater). 
 

Table 6: Future homelessness demand assumptions, by scenario 

Demand from Scenario 1 Scenario 2 

Newly arising need 1,614 1,420 

Backlog need2 537 537 

 
The results of this modelling is noted below.  
 
Scenario 1 – current demand continues for the next five years 
 

 352 new lets are needed annually, a 27.9% increase on lets made in 2017/18 
 

 459 more lets are needed each year to address newly arising and backlog need 
 

 36.4% increase in the number of social and PRS lets is needed to meet newly 
arising and backlog need 
 

 47.6% of all social lets annually would need to be allocated to homeless 
households if all newly arising and backlog need was to be met by the social 
rented sector (currently 33.4%). 
 

Scenario 2 – average demand for the next five years 
 

 158 new lets are needed annually, a 12.5% increase on lets made in 2017/18 
 

 265 more lets are needed each year to address newly arising and backlog need 
 

 21% increase in the number of social and PRS lets is needed to meet newly 
arising and backlog need 

                                                           
2 Based on the snapshot of households in temporary accommodation at 31 March 2018 



 
 42.2% of all social lets annually would need to be allocated to homeless 

households if all newly arising and backlog need was to be met by the social 
rented sector (currently 33.4%). 

 
New supply 
 
2,701 new socially rented homes are planned for North Lanarkshire between 2018/19 
and 2022/23 (the same period as the five year Rapid Rehousing Transition Plan for the 
area). These new homes (and the vacancies they create) will contribute to meeting 
newly arising and backlog need from homeless households. However, 1,700 homes in 
North Lanarkshire’s towers are scheduled for demolition during this period, as part of 
the Council’s reprovisioning of its housing stock. These demolitions will reduce the 
number of homes which may have been available to households as a result of new 
build, as tenants in these blocks will require to be rehoused. As the first blocks being 
demolished are generally less popular than other Council stock (and turnover is 
consequently higher) this will further reduce rehousing opportunities for the homeless. 
The new supply programme is, then, likely to form part of the solution but it will not be a 
panacea.  
 
SUMMARY 
 
This analysis provides a broad overview of the homelessness ‘market’ in North 
Lanarkshire, considering demand for housing and support services, demand for (and 
supply of) temporary accommodation and the homeless’ access to settled 
accommodation, both now and over the next five years.  
 
It finds that demand for housing may be increasing, particularly from homeless 
households with identified support needs. The increasingly complex needs of the 
homeless may also be a factor in the higher rates of rough sleeping and repeat 
homelessness recorded recently. It also finds a seeming mismatch between demand 
for, and supply of, temporary accommodation across North Lanarkshire’s sub-housing 
market areas. This mismatch appears to be driving the lettings’ behaviour of social 
landlords, leading to households being more quickly rehoused in areas where the 
demand for temporary accommodation most outstrips supply. It is however not known if 
this leads to any unintended consequences.  
 
This analysis also finds that the Council makes by far the largest contribution, in both 
real and proportionate terms, to rehousing homeless households in North Lanarkshire 
when compared to its partner RSLs and to the private rented sector. The PRS makes a 
particularly small contribution but efforts to increase it may be hampered by both 
dwindling stock and concerns about standards in the sector. Increasing the number of 
lets made by North Lanarkshire’s RSLs may prove the easiest and most effective way 
of responding to increasing demands for housing and support services.  
 
Finally, this paper modelled future requirements for rehousing homeless households, 
based on two identified scenarios. In each it found that a significant number of 
additional lets will need to be made to the homeless to meet newly arising need, even 
before backlog need from those already ‘in the system’ is considered. Around a 
thousand additional social homes will be delivered over the next five years, which will 
make a positive contribution to addressing this need however new supply will not 
provide an adequate solution on its own. Additional measures will be required if North 
Lanarkshire is to deliver on its ambition to tackle homelessness and its duty to secure 
settled accommodation for those most in housing need.  
 


